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• 12-14th April 2003
• www.lawteachers.ac.uk
• OU, FERN UNI, UNED in a panel of Law taught in Distance.
Vrijhof
Meetings of 2004
In York (UK), Edinburgh 2005 (UK).
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- Erasmus scheme chosen: Intensive Programme
- Several meetings in Madrid and Maastricht
- Hagen 2006 retaking FeU
- Erasmus application in Winter 2007
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• Erasmus Intensive Programme (Spanish Funding)
• FeU meeting in Hagen, October 2007 and April 2008, UNED, Madrid
• Two weeks in First Edition
• EU Law,
• Constitutional Law
• Commercial Law
• Criminal Law
• Legal english

• Dutch Embassy visit.
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- 2009
- Introducing “moot-court”
- Maastricht institution
- Visit to the EU institutions
- Brussels
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• 2010
• Visit to the Bundestag, German Court
• Sunny Berlin
• Football events 😊
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- Madrid 2011
- Toledo visit
- Prado Museum visit
- German Embassy
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• 2012
• Maastricht
• Visit to the EU institutions
• Bonn DAAD in Autumn
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• 2013
• Cologne /Parliament of Rhein-Westfalen
• Two students from Thesalonniki
• Visit of DAAD Committee, looking for renewal
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• 2014
• Madrid
• CASE STUDIES (TRANS DANUBIA)
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• 2015
• Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, UNED